DIRECTIONS:
Take NC–147 (Durham Freeway) to Exit 15.
Follow the signs for the Hospital and Fulton Street.
Turn Right onto Erwin Road.
Go to the next traffic light.
Turn Left onto Research Drive.
Visitor parking is on Research Drive at the bottom of the hill.

A: Hudson Engineering B
B: Teer Engineering Bldg.
C: Math–Physics
D: Biology–Zoology
E: Chemistry
G: Millennium Hotel Durham
H: Washington Duke Inn
I: Bryan Center
J: Chapel
K: Hospital South
L: Searle Center
M: Bryan Research Bldg.
N: Hospital North
O: Gardens
P: Parking

Visitor parking is on Research Drive at the bottom of the hill.

c Henri Gavin www.duke.edu/~hpgavin/